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Cincindela is a new street lamp system designed for applications where demands are
high and best Life Cycle Costs are needed. The lamp is designed for a 60 mm diameter
standard pole and have a solid design in casted aluminum with a modern design. Lamp is
designed and developed in Sweden with highest demands in quality and reliability.
Features of Cincindela LED lamps. ( Preliminary specifications )
* Led emitter of COB type with highest optical efficiency up to over 230 Lumen / W
* System efficiency and losses gives up to 170 Lumen / W in light flux
* European / US made key components designed for maximum life time and reliability
* Unique cooling design makes components to operate at lower temperature than normal
* Natural white light at 5000 K in color temperature and CRI 70
* Power output 21 W and 3600 Lumen to 100W and 15000 Lumen. 5000 K day white light.
* Rectangular output beam for best adaption to road like surfaces and lowest waist light spread
beside important areas (Light Pollution)
* Solid design is solid casted aluminum with powder paint coating. IP 66 encapsulation.
* Bracket that handle vertical / horisontal 60 mm diameter poles
* Life times and MTBF over 300 000 hours for booth driver and LED emitter
* Very good Life cycle costs and little problems. Typical over 20 years life time.
* Tropical design for high humidity, anticorrosion to salt and arcing protection to thunder bolts.
This lamp is designed for best Life Cycle Costs ( LCC ) and earnings in low power consumption.
Why burn money and pay 30% more for electricity where the only happy are birds sitting lamps
that will have warm fets.
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Rectangular beam fits a road surface far better than other shapes. Often we
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*!

Snabbt, enkelt, bra men ej helt billig design

Vi använder en diodmatris med ett antal Philips rebell dioder på ett substrat.
Sunnytek Solar Sweden
Effekten är 25 eller 50W per diodmatris. Dessa har en avancerad linsarray som
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Diagram på olika ljusfördelningar med olika matrisoptik
Lamp models Cincindela street lamp.
Characteristics
Laseroptronix!
!
!Cincindela
! 4000
46-70-7140470
Light flux out of lamp
3600-4000 Lm
Enhagsslingan
Light flux out of led23! !
About 4800 Lm
E-mail
info@laseroptronix.se!
!
Input power
in Watt
21 W !
www.laseroptronix.se
Lumen / W total light flux
171 Lumen/ W
Fote notes.

Cindcindela-6000 Telephone
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187 40
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About
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About
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Temperature affect characteristics so when we give a span in output
LED data based at 85C chip temperature but we are normally we have about 50C at 20C / ambient
LED emitters are always used far under recommended outpour in Lumen

Option intelligent led driver. All lamps can have a smart led driver with an internal clock.
Here we can preset an output versus timer function to save power in a good way. The function can
save a substantial part of electricity. Normally we preset at order but it can be readjusted later.
One solution is we have full power 1800-2300 and then we drop output 50% between 2200 and
0500 where we increase to 100% to 0600 in morning. This sales typical 25% of electricity and is
normally accepted in most countries.

On top we show an other version of timer controlled dimming of street lamps. This can be
programmed in many ways and changed later if needed.
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Unique combination of characteristics for long time cost efficient operation
Cincindela Life cycle costs.
The lamp is optimised to give best Life Cycle costs in all points and counted in new
purchasing standards by EU regulations we are possible by far the best solution keeping
all in mind.
*
L70 value of LED is one point where the LED emitter keeps at least 70% of
specified output in light flux. Here the COB emitter produced in USA by nr 1 globally in
white led production. Certified lab has tested it to me 397 000 hours equal to over 90
years operation. Test is done at 85C in temperature while we use about 20 C less in most
installations so we have more.
*
Meanwell led driver is possible nr 1 in quality and reliability. MIL Spec is the most
demanding procedure and we have over 300 000 hours MTBF / Mean time between
failure. We have different models in different sizes and all are IP 65 or better and fully
pottsed and sealed to water.
Aluminum casing is a solid piece of casted aluminum designed to remove heat
*
from led emitter and power supply in best ways. It is well analysed in aluminum thickness
to keep all inside as cold as possible. General rule say 7 C lower temperature double life
time of components.
*
Anti corrosion design is a key as after 10 years and up often corrosion make
problems and finally stop lamp. Stainless screws and rubber gaskets keep moisture out.
We have no screw connection iside unit as this is a weak point and only solder
connections with sealed shrink hose at outside. This keeps corrosion out.
*
Electricity and power is the most costly part of operation. Often electricity is so
costly that costs will pay a new lamp unit each less 2-3 years. Here we are possible by far
the lamp with highest Lumen/ W ratio. Pls note many talk about LED flux inside lamp
where we measure what really comes out ot the lamp.
Here is the very large earning in costs !
No problem operation. In real life we expect that if lamp is installed in a 20C night
*
time temperature area with rainy and wet weather we will have a reclamation level first
10 years of less 0.25% / year and between 10-20 years 0.5%.
Thermal images of Cincindela
lamp shows the very uniform
heat dissipation from led unit
and driver. At 23 C in lab the
max temperature is only 35C
at casing. This is measured
with the 6000 Lumen 40W
model.
Most competitors with same
light flux is often 10 C hotter at
surface and heat is not good.
7C colder adds typically 50%
more hours on lamp. There
are reasons we talk about 300
000 hours MTBF life cycle.
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